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Abstract. The influence is investigated of the assumed
ice particle microphysical and optical model on inferring
ice cloud optical thickness (τ ) from satellite measurements
of the Earth’s reflected shortwave radiance. Ice cloud
τ are inferred, and subsequently compared, using prod-
ucts from MODIS (MODerate resolution Imaging Spectro-
radiometer) and POLDER (POLarization and Directionality
of the Earth’s Reflectances). POLDERτ values are found to
be substantially smaller than those from collocated MODIS
data. It is shown that this difference is caused primarily
by the use of different ice particle bulk scattering models in
the two retrievals, and more specifically, the scattering phase
function. Furthermore, the influence of the ice particle model
on the derivation of ice cloud radiative forcing (CRF) from
satellite retrievals is studied. Three sets of shortwave CRF
are calculated using different combinations of the retrieval
and associated ice particle models. It is shown that the uncer-
tainty associated with an ice particle model may lead to two
types of errors in estimating CRF from satellite retrievals.
One stems from the retrieval itself and the other is due to
the optical properties, such as the asymmetry factor, used
for CRF calculations. Although a comparison of the CRFs
reveals that these two types of errors tend to cancel each
other, significant differences are still found between the three
CRFs, which indicates that the ice particle model affects not
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only optical thickness retrievals but also CRF calculations.
In addition to CRF, the effect of the ice particle model on
the derivation of seasonal variation ofτ from satellite mea-
surements is discussed. It is shown that optical thickness re-
trievals based on the same MODIS observations, but derived
using different assumptions of the ice particle model, can be
substantially different. These differences can be divided into
two parts. The first-order difference is mainly caused by the
differences in the asymmetry factor. The second-order differ-
ence is related to seasonal changes in the sampled scattering
angles and therefore dependent on the sun-satellite viewing
geometry. Because of this second-order difference, the use
of different ice particle models may lead to a different under-
standing of the seasonal variation ofτ .

1 Introduction

Ice clouds cover about 20% of the Earth’s surface (Wang et
al., 1996; Wylie and Menzel, 1999; Sassen et al., 2008).
They interact strongly with both solar and infrared radia-
tion fields, and therefore can exert a significant influence
on the radiative energy budget and thermal structure of the
Earth-atmosphere system (Liou, 1986; Ramaswamy and Ra-
manathan, 1989; Fu and Liou, 1993; Lohmann and Roeck-
ner, 1995). However, our understanding of this role is still
limited. The current generation of climate models exhibits
a large range in ice cloud climatology and radiative forc-
ing estimates (Zhang et al., 2005). The magnitude of cloud
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feedbacks remains very uncertain (Bony et al., 2006). The
need for a better understanding of ice clouds is evident. To
meet this need, continuous global observations of ice clouds
from satellite-based instruments are indispensable.

Despite the substantial efforts and significant progress
made over the last decade, reliable retrieval of ice cloud prop-
erties from remotely sensed measurements still remains a
challenge owing to the complex nature of ice cloud particles.
As revealed by the photos of ice particles, their sizes range
from microns to millimeters and their habits (or shapes) vary
from simple pristine hexagonal columns and plates to highly
irregular aggregates and polycrystals (Weickmann, 1947;
Heymsfield et al., 2002; Heymsfield, 2003). This makes the
development of ice particle models that quantitatively repli-
cate the microphysical and associated optical properties of
ice particles very difficult. Over the last two decades, several
major ice cloud measurement campaigns have been carried
out (Cox et al., 1987; Jensen et al., 2004; Gallagher et al.,
2005). Based on the in-situ and remotely-sensed data ob-
tained from these campaigns, a number of ice particle mod-
els have been developed and used for ice cloud retrievals
(e.g., McFarquhar and Heymsfield, 1996; C.-Labonnote et
al., 2000; Baran et al., 2001; McFarquhar, 2001; McFarquhar
et al., 2002; Baum et al., 2005; Baran and Labonnote, 2007).
Unfortunately, as will be shown hereafter, these models gen-
erally differ substantially from one another. This indicates
the existence of large uncertainty in ice cloud retrievals as-
sociated with ice particle model. Although the effect of this
uncertainty depends on what kind of ice cloud property is
retrieved and the method used for retrieval, it is usually an
important source of error in ice cloud retrievals (Comstock
et al., 2007).

Optical thickness (τ ) is one of the most important radia-
tive properties of clouds. It plays a key role in determin-
ing cloud radiative forcing (CRF) (e.g., Fu and Liou, 1993;
Jensen et al., 1994; Fu, 1996; Fu et al., 1998; McFarquhar
et al., 2000). A popular method to retrieve cloudτ relies on
satellite measurements of the Earth’s reflected shortwave ra-
diance (King, 1987; Nakajima and King, 1990; Minnis et
al., 1993) (Hereafter it is referred to as the “solar reflec-
tive method”). It has been employed in the retrieval algo-
rithms of several satellite instruments, such as the Advanced
Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) (Heidinger et
al., 2005), Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager
(SEVIRI) (Roebeling et al., 2006), MODIS (Platnick et al.,
2003) and POLDER (Buriez et al., 2005). The future Visi-
ble Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) that will fly
on NPOESS (National Polar-Orbiting Environmental Satel-
lite System) (Miller et al., 2006) and the Advanced Baseline
Imager planed to fly on the Geostationary Operational Envi-
ronmental Satellite-R Series (GOES-R) (Schmit et al., 2005)
may also adopt this method for their operational cloudτ re-
trievals. Cloud products from these sensors will continue the
satellite record useful for climate studies.

Although the principle behind the “solar reflective
method” is simple (i.e., the cloud reflectance varies with op-
tical thickness in the shortwave region), many factors may
influence the retrievals results. For example, several studies
have shown that the use of different ice particle models in
the method might lead to substantially different retrieval re-
sults (Mishchenko et al., 1996; Baran et al., 1999; Knap et
al., 2005; Yang et al., 2007, 2008). In addition, the spatial
resolution, the characteristics of instrument and the imple-
mentation of the algorithm may also influence the retrieval.
As a result, different satellite sensors may produce different
τ retrievals for the same cloud. Such differences complicate
our understanding of the climatic role of ice clouds due to
the fact that satellite retrievals are now widely used, for ex-
ample, to derive cloud climatologies (Rossow and Schiffer,
1999; Karlsson, 2003) and compare with GCM simulations
(Zhang et al., 2005). Therefore, a study of the influences
of the above factors, especially the ice particle model in ice
cloudτ retrieval would help us to understand the differences
of ice τ retrievals from different sensors and may improve
our understanding of ice clouds. Moreover, such a study may
also provide some guidance for establishing a long-term cli-
matology of ice cloudτ from the retrievals provided by dif-
ferent satellite sensors.

Motivated by the above considerations, the primary objec-
tive of this study is to investigate the influence of ice parti-
cle model on ice cloudτ retrieval in comparison with other
factors. To achieve this goal, we compare the collocated re-
trievals from the MODIS-Aqua and the POLDER onboard
PARASOL. We address the following questions through the
comparison. How different is the operational MODIS ice
cloudτ retrieval from that of POLDER? What are the possi-
ble reasons for the differences? What is the influence of ice
particle model? We will also discuss the potential implica-
tions for climate studies. We ask the questions: How, and to
what extent, does the uncertainty associated with ice parti-
cle model impact our understanding of the climatology and
radiative effects of ice clouds?

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we discuss
the differences between MODIS and POLDER ice cloudτ

retrieval algorithms, with a special emphasis on the differ-
ence in ice particle models. In Sect.1.2 we first compare
the MODIS and POLDER ice cloudτ retrieval and then in-
vestigate the role of ice particle model among other reasons
in causing the difference. Potential implications for climate
studies are discussed in Sect.2 and the paper is summarized
in Sect. 5.

1.1 MODIS and POLDER ice optical thickness retrieval
algorithms

As mentioned in the introduction, both MODIS and
POLDER use a solar reflective method for their operational
cloud τ retrieval. Specifically, the bands centered around
0.86-µm (hereafter referred to as the “0.86-µm band”) are
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used in both algorithms for retrieval over ocean. The bi-
directional cloud reflection function (R) observed by satel-
lites in the 0.86-µm band is defined as follows (Liou, 2002):

R(τ, ω, P11, θ0, θv, φv − φ0) =
πI (θv, φv)

F0 cos(θ0)
, (1)

whereω andP11 are the bulk-scattering albedo and phase
function of cloud particles, respectively;θ0 andφ0 (θv and
φv) are the zenith and azimuthal angles of solar incidence
(satellite-viewing direction), respectively;F0 denotes the so-
lar flux density andI denotes radiance observed by satellite.
Based on Eq. (1), τ is retrieved in practice usually using a so-
called look-up table (LUT) (King et al., 1997) that specifies
the relationship betweenR andτ . Because ice absorption is
minimal in the 0.86-µm band,ω is essentially unity. As a
result, for a givenτ and sun-satellite-viewing geometry the
LUT depends solely onP11, which in turn depends sensi-
tively on the microphysical properties of ice particles, such
as their sizes and shapes. For this reason, the ice particle
model has a significant influence on the retrieval.

An ice particle model advanced by Baum et al. (2005)
(hereafter referred to as the “Baum05 model”) is employed in
the MODIS operational retrieval algorithm, while POLDER
retrieval is based on a so-called IHM (Inhomogeneous
Hexagonal Monocrystal) model (C.-Labonnote et al., 2001).
The two models are substantially different in many aspects.
First, the Baum05 model is based primarily on the use of in-
situ observations of ice particle sizes and habits to compute
optical properties for a realistic ensemble of theoretical parti-
cles. The IHM model has been developed by comparing the-
oretical models to direct measurements of the average BRDF
of ice clouds as observed by POLDER. Secondly, ice clouds
may have different effective radii (re) in the Baum05 model,
while in the IHM model only one effective radius (30µm) is
assumed for all ice clouds. Thirdly, ice particles are assumed
to have similar shapes in the IHM model (i.e., hexagonal col-
umn with internal air bubbles). The Baum05 categorizes ice
particles into six habits and uses a size-dependent habit dis-
tribution to simulate the variation of ice particle habits with
size. For example, ice particles smaller than 60µm are as-
sumed to be 100% droxtal, which has 20 facets and is de-
signed to represent small quasi-spherical ice particles (Yang
et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2004), and a mixture of 15% bullet
rosettes, 50% solid hexagonal columns and 35% hexagonal
plates is assumed for particles within 60 to 1000µm. The
justification for this habit distribution lies in the consistency
between the theoretically-derived ice water content and me-
dian mass diameter based on this habit distribution and the in
situ measurements. Bearing in mind the high complexity of
ice particle microphysics and the large observation uncertain-
ties, the Baum05 habit distribution also agrees with the in situ
observations, that small ice particles are often quasi-spherical
and ice particle complexity generally increases with increas-
ing size (Lawson et al., 2006; Lawson et al., 2008 and the ref-
erences within). Finally, all ice particle habits in the Baum05

Fig. 1. The scattering phase functions from 10◦ to 180◦ and corre-
sponding asymmetry factors of ice particles at 0.86-µm according
to the Baum05 model (solid line) and the IHM model (dashed line).

model have smooth surfaces and no inclusions of air bubbles,
while the IHM model assumes that all ice particles contain
many randomly distributed small air bubbles inside.

Because of the above differences in ice particle micro-
physics, the two models have substantially differentP11.
Figure 1 shows theP11 in the 0.86-µm band based on the
Baum05 model withre = 30µm (solid line) and the IHM
model (dashed line) as a function of scattering angle. In
the Baum05P11, several pronounced scattering features are
clearly visible. At scattering angles between 0◦ to 60◦, which
are particularly important for ground-based observations, the
most marked features are the two sharp peaks around the
22◦ and 46◦ (i.e., the halos). In the region important for
satellite-based and airborne instruments (i.e., from about 60◦

to 180◦), the features include a steep slope between about
120◦ and 140◦, a moderate scattering peak near 156◦ and a
sharp backscattering peak at 180◦. Evidently from Fig. 1, the
P11 based on the IHM model is quite different. It is rather flat
and featureless. Although the 22◦ peak still exists, it is sub-
stantially weakened.

Another important difference between Baum05 and IHM
model is in the asymmetry factor (g), which indicates the
ratio of forward-scattered to backward-scattered light (van
de Hulst, 1957). Mathematically,g is defined as follows (see
for instance, Liou, 2002):

g =
1

2

∫ 1

−1
P11(cosθs) cosθsd cosθs, (2)

whereθs is the scattering angle (0<θs<π ). According to
Baum05 model, the value ofg of an ice cloud with are of
30µm in the 0.86-µm band is 0.8336, while the correspond-
ing value of the IHM model is 0.7665. It is worth mentioning
here that a large range of the values of the ice particle asym-
metry factor in the solar spectral region can be found in the
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Table 1. The collocation resolutions and the resolutions of the
MODIS and POLDER cloud products.

Level-1 collocation

MODIS
product
(MOD021KM)

POLDER
product
(L1-B)

Collocation

Resolution 1× 1 km2 6×6 km2 6×6 km2

Level-2 collocation

MODIS
product
(MOD06)

POLDER
product
(RB2)

collocation

Resolution 1×1 km2 18×18 km2 6×6 km2

literature. The Baum05 (IHM) model is in the upper (lower)
portion of this range. Interested readers are directed to (Jour-
dan et al., 2003 and the references within).

Since the differences between the twoP11 are substantial,
it is worth explaining the physics causing such differences.
Numerical scattering simulations have shown that scattering
features, such as those in the Baum05P11, are generated by
two or more photon reflections or refractions at the faces of
hexagonal prisms (Takano and Liou, 1989). In the Baum05
model, a large portion of ice particles is assumed to be pris-
tine hexagonal columns and plates. As a result, the scattering
features associated with these particles, for example the 22◦

and 46◦ halos, remain pronounced even after averaging over
the particle habit distribution. In the case of the IHM model,
however, the interactions between the randomly distributed
small air bubbles and incident photons make the paths of
photons much less organized, which substantially reduces
or even smoothes out the scattering peaks leading to a flat
and featurelessP11 (C.-Labonnote et al., 2001). Air bubble
inclusion also plays an important role in causing the differ-
ence ing between the two models, for it is known that non-
absorbing inclusions, such as air bubbles, reduces forward-
scattering and increases the side and back-scattering (Macke
et al., 1996a). Both fractal and roughened surfaces can also
have effects on the scattering properties of ice particles sim-
ilar to air bubble inclusion, i.e., smoothing out scattering
features and reducing the asymmetry factor (Macke et al.,
1996b; Yang et al., 2008).

Besides the difference in the chosen ice particle model,
MODIS and POLDER algorithms are also different in three
major respects: First, MODIS retrieves cloud optical thick-
ness at the resolution of 1×1 km2 (Platnick et al., 2003). Al-
though POLDER has a “full-resolution” of about 6×6 km2,
cloud optical thickness is retrieved at the resolution of “su-
perpixel”, which is about 18×18 km2, composed of 3×3 full-
resolution pixels (Buriez et al., 2005). In practice, radiances
of 3×3 full-resolution pixels are first aggregated to the res-

olution of superpixel and then cloud optical thickness corre-
sponding to superpixels is retrieved on the basis of the ag-
gregated radiance. The resolutions of MODIS and POLDER
products involved in this study are listed in Table1. Sec-
ondly, the wide spectral coverage of MODIS enables it to
retrieve there of ice clouds from observations in the near-
infrared ice-absorbing bands, such as the 1.64 and 2.13µm
bands, using the method developed by Nakajima and King
(1990). In contrast, the spectral coverage of POLDER ranges
from 0.443 to 0.910µm. The absorption of ice in this re-
gion is weak, thus POLDER lacks the capability to provide
an inference ofre. This is the reason why all ice clouds are
assumed to have the samere of 30µm in the POLDER re-
trieval. Note that becauseP11 and therefore cloud reflectance
are dependent onre, the treatment ofre may impactτ re-
trieval. Finally, MODIS is a crosstrack scanner that makes
observations, and therefore provides an inference ofτs for a
given pixel in a single direction (Platnick et al., 2003). How-
ever, POLDER performs measurements in multiple direc-
tions. It first retrieves cloud optical thickness in all available
directions and then a directionally averaged optical thickness
is derived from the multi-directional retrievals (Buriez et al.,
2005).

1.2 Comparison of ice cloud optical thickness

In this section, we first compare the MODIS and POLDER
ice cloudτ retrievals. Then, we investigate the relevance of
differences in retrieval algorithms described in the last sec-
tion to the differences in ice optical thickness revealed by the
comparison.

1.3 Case selection and collocation

An Aqua MODIS granule over Central America on 22 July
2007 is selected for the comparison. Figure 2 shows the
false-color image of this granule. The image was constructed
by contrast stretching and combining three different MODIS
bands assigned to red, green and blue channels (RGB), re-
spectively. To obtain contrast between ocean, land, low-level
water clouds and high-level ice clouds, the RGB assignment
is as follows: reflectances in the 0.66-µm and 0.86-µm bands
are in red and green, respectively and 11-µm brightness tem-
perature (gray flipped) is in blue. In this color scheme,
ocean is dark; land surface is green; ice clouds generally
have a whitish cast (although cirrus may appear bluish); and
low-level water clouds appear somewhat yellowish green.
Cloud evolution observations from geostationary satellites
(not shown here) indicate that a deep convective system de-
veloped early to the south of Panama had dissipated, leaving
behind the anvil clouds that cover the center of the granule.
To the northeast of the anvils along the coast of Columbia is
another convective system at its later stage. The granule in
Fig. 2 is selected because it contains a variety of ice clouds,
from thin cirrus at the edge of a deep convection system to
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Fig. 2. The false-color image (Red: reflectance in 0.65-µm band;
Green: reflectance in 0.86-µm band; Blue: Brightness temperature
of 11-µm band after gray flopped) of the Aqua MODIS granule
selected for comparison. In the image, ocean is dark, land is green,
low level clouds appear yellowish and high level clouds are white
or light blue.

thick anvils. Another consideration is that data from NASA’s
TC4 (Tropical Composition, Cloud and Climate Coupling)
mission, which was conducted in July and August of 2007
over Central America, will provide valuable information for
future study.

An important step before the comparison is the colloca-
tion of MODIS and POLDER retrievals. Both the level-2
operational cloud products and level-1 geolocated radiance
products have been collocated using a data fusion system de-
veloped by Laboratoire d’Optique Atmospherique (France).
The collocation is made at the POLDER full resolution
(6×6 km2). The resolutions of the MODIS and POLDER
products involved in the collocation are listed in Table1.
The objective of the collocation is to obtain two sets of
cloud properties or radiances for each collocated pixel, one
corresponding to MODIS and the other corresponding to
POLDER retrieval. Further details follow.

1) Level-1 radiance collocation. To collocate MODIS
and POLDER level-1 geolocated radiance products, MODIS
level-1 pixels (1×1 km2) are first collocated to POLDER
full resolution pixels (6×6 km2). Then the radiances from
MODIS pixels within each POLDER full resolution pixel are
averaged to obtain a mean and standard deviation values for
the collocation (6×6 km2).

2) Level-2cloud product collocation. The level-2 colloca-
tion consists of two steps. In the first step, POLDER full-
resolution pixels (6×6 km2) are collocated to the POLDER

Fig. 3. Comparison of MODIS (τMODIS) and POLDER (τPOLDER)
ice cloudτ retrievals for the granule in Fig. 2. The solid line corre-
sponds to a fitting ofτPOLDERwith 0.6811τMODIS.

super-pixels (18×18 km2). Cloud properties from POLDER
level-2 cloud product (18×18 km2) are assigned each collo-
cated full-resolution pixel. Note that, if two full-resolution
pixels are within the same super-pixel, the same cloud prop-
erties will be assigned to them. This process can be seen as
a nearest pixel extrapolation of level 2 products to level 1
resolution. In the second step, MODIS cloudτ retrievals
(1×1 km2) are first collocated to POLDER full-resolution
pixels. Then, within each POLDER full-resolution pixel,
cloud properties from MODIS cloud product are averaged
over all MODIS pixels to obtain a new set of cloud prop-
erties. Therefore, after the collocation, each POLDER full-
resolution pixel has two sets of cloud properties, one from
POLDER RB2 and one from MODIS MOD06 cloud product.
Note that the extrapolation of the POLDER RB2 product to
full spatial resolution may introduce some random deviation
for the comparison to MODIS products. However, it will not
bias the correlation between the two datasets since average
values are conserved.

The differences between MODIS and POLDER cloud top
thermodynamic phase retrievals remain outside the scope
of this study but interested readers are referred to Riedi et
al. (2007). We choose only those pixels identified as ice
clouds by both MODIS and POLDER forτ comparisons.

1.4 Comparison results and discussion

Figure 3 shows a scatterplot of pixel-to-pixel comparison
of collocated MODIS (τMODIS) and POLDER (τPOLDER)
ice τ retrievals for the granule shown in Fig. 2. It is first
noted from Fig. 3 thatτMODIS is highly correlated with
τPOLDER. However, it is evident thatτPOLDER is substantially
smaller thanτMODIS. To understand the differences between
τPOLDERandτMODIS quantitatively, we calculated the proba-
bility density function (PDF) and the cumulative distribution
of τPOLDER/τMODIS. They are plotted as the solid lines in
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Fig. 4. (a) Normalized PDFs and(b) corresponding cumula-
tive distributions ofτPOLDER/τMODIS, τB/τA andτC/τA. The
PDF is defined as the number of pixels with certain value of
τPOLDER/τMODIS, τB/τA or τC/τA divided by the number of the
total pixels. For the sake of comparison, the PDFs are normalized
to unity.

Fig. 4a and b respectively. The PDF ofτPOLDER/τMODIS

is defined as the fraction of pixels with certain value of
τPOLDER/τMODIS. The maximum value of PDF has been
normalized to unity. It is interesting to note that the PDF
of τPOLDER/τMODIS seems to follow the Log-Normal distri-
bution, i.e.,

log10

(
τPOLDER

τMODIS

)
∼ N(µ, σ 2). (3)

This is probably because bothτPOLDER andτMODIS fol-
low the Log-Normal distribution. The median value of
τPOLDER/τMODIS is 0.68. The black line in Fig. 3 corre-
sponds to 0.68τMODIS, which apparently fits POLDER re-
trievals fairly well. The PDF ofτPOLDER/τMODIS indi-
cates that for half of total pixelsτPOLDER is smaller than
τMODIS by more than about 30%. The cumulative distri-
bution of τPOLDER/τMODIS in Fig. 4b at unity is close to
80%. It indicates thatτPOLDER is smaller thanτMODIS,
(i.e., τPOLDER/τMODIS<1) for about 80% of the total pix-
els. The comparison reveals that there exists a substantial
bias between MODIS and POLDER operational ice cloudτ

retrievals.
As discussed in Sect. 2, MODIS and POLDER iceτ re-

trieval algorithms are different in several respects. Among
these differences, the following three may significantly con-
tribute to the bias betweenτPOLDER and τMODIS. 1) Dif-
ference in retrieval resolution. It is known that the re-
trievedτ tends to be smaller than the averaged of the scene
due to cloud heterogeneity and the nonlinear dependence

of cloud reflection onτ (Cahalan et al., 1994; Oreopoulos
and Davies, 1998). This difference is usually termed as the
“plane-parallel albedo bias”. As aforementioned,τPOLDER

for each collocated pixel is from the POLDER level-2 prod-
uct, in which cloud optical thickness is retrieved from cloud
reflection measured at the resolution of 18×18 km2, while
τMODIS for each collocated pixel is an arithmetic mean of
MODIS level-2 retrievals with spatial resolution of 1×1 km2.
Therefore, the plane-parallel bias is a potential reason caus-
ing τPOLDER to be smaller thanτMODIS. 2) Difference in
cloud effective radius. As aforementioned, MODIS retrieves
re, while in POLDER retrieval there of all ice clouds is as-
sumed to be 30µm. This difference in the treatment ofre
may contribute to the bias betweenτPOLDER and τMODIS,
although according to the MODIS cloud product ice clouds
in Fig. 2 have a meanre of 28.18µm. 3) Difference in ice
particle model. As mentioned in the introduction, the ice
particle model may significantly affect the retrieval results
of the “solar reflective method”, so the differences between
the Baum05 and IHM model may be an important reason ex-
plaining the bias betweenτPOLDER andτMODIS.

To identify the relative importance of the above three rea-
sons, the following three experiments are conducted for the
granule in Fig. 2. In experiment A, based on the Baum05
model withre assumed to be 30µm, ice cloudτ is retrieved
from the collocated MODIS radiances (6×6 km2). In experi-
ment B, the retrieval is based on the IHM model and the col-
located POLDER radiances (6×6 km2). Experiment C is the
same as experiment B, except that it is based on the Baum05
model (re = 30µm). The configurations of the three experi-
ments are summarized in the Table2. A Lambertian surface
has been assumed in all experiments. The surface reflectance
is determined from the observations in the clear-sky region.
Hereafter, the retrievals from these three experiments will be
denoted asτA, τB andτC , respectively. The PDFs ofτB/τA

andτC/τA are shown in Fig. 4a and the corresponding cu-
mulative distributions are shown in Fig. 4b. The statistics of
τB/τA andτC/τA are listed in Table 3, together with those
of τPOLDER/τMODIS. Evidently, τB/τA shares quite simi-
lar statistics withτPOLDER/τMODIS. This similarity indicates
that the substantial bias between POLDER and MODIS re-
trievals remains largely unchanged, even if they are made at
the same resolution and treatre in the same way in their algo-
rithms (see Table2). However, as indicated by the similarity
betweenτC andτA, the bias between POLDER and MODIS
ice τ retrievals disappears almost completely when the same
ice particle model (i.e., the Baum05 model) is used in both
retrievals.

The above results clearly show that the bias between
MODIS and POLDER ice cloudτ retrievals is primarily at-
tributable to the use of different ice particle models in their
algorithms. But why does POLDER retrieval tend to be
smaller? The underlying physics is as follows: It has been
shown that the observed cloud reflectivity at a non-absorbing
wavelength, such as the 0.86µm, is generally proportional
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Table 2. Configurations of three experiments.

Experiment Radiance Radiance Bulk scattering
source resolution model

A MODIS 6×6 km2 Baum05 (re = 30µm)

B POLDER 6×6 km2 IHM (re = 30µm)

C POLDER 6×6 km2 Baum05 (re = 30µm)

Table 3. Statistics of the ratios,τPOLDER/τMODIS, τB/τA and
τC/τA.

Comparison Distribution Mean Median Std C(1.0)*

τPOLDER/ Log-Normal 0.8082 0.6811 0.9483 80.53%
τMODIS

τB/τA Log-Normal 0.7703 0.6879 0.3802 86.38%
τC/τA Normal 1.0880 0.9851 0.5109 52.53%

∗ C(1.0) corresponds to the value of cumulative distribution at unity.

to the scaled optical thickness,(1 − g)τ , (van de Hulst,
1980; King, 1987). In other words, the retrievedτ is pro-
portional to 1/(1 − g). Therefore, since the IHM model has
a smallerg than the Baum05 model, an ice cloud is more re-
flective if it consists of IHM particles than Baum05 particles.
In other words, from the perspective of retrieval, smaller
(larger)τ will be retrieved from the same observation if the
IHM (Baum05) model is assumed in the algorithm.

2 Climate implications

2.1 Implications for the calculation of cloud radiative
forcing of ice clouds from satellite observations

Presently, satellite data are widely used in climate studies, for
example to derive cloud and aerosol climatologies and com-
pare with GCM simulations. However, satellite data must
account for various uncertainties. For example, as indicated
by the substantial difference between MODIS and POLDER
retrievals, there may exist considerable uncertainties in satel-
lite retrievals of ice cloud optical thickness. In this section,
we address the question: How, and to what extent, does the
uncertainty in satellite retrievals affect our understanding of
the radiative effects of ice clouds?

An important parameter to measure cloud radiative effects
is the cloud radiative forcing (CRF), which consists of two
parts, the shortwave and longwave CRF. In this study we fo-
cus only on the shortwave CRF of ice clouds for a number of
reasons, but primarily because both MODIS and POLDER
retrieve cloud optical thickness using shortwave bands. Fol-

Fig. 5. Zonally-averaged monthly mean ice cloud optical thickness
as function of latitude and month derived from(a) MODIS and(b)
POLDER cloud products.

lowing Ramanathan, et al. (1989), the shortwave CRF of ice
clouds, denoted as (FSW ) hereafter, is defined as:

FSW = (F
cloudy
SW − F clear

SW )fice, (4)

whereF
cloudy
SW and F clear

SW denote the net downward flux of
shortwave radiation at the top of atmosphere (TOA) with and
without the presence of ice clouds, respectively. Thefice is
the ice cloud fraction.

One way to derive CRF is to compute it from satellite-
retrieved cloud properties using radiative transfer models.
Figure 5a shows zonally-averaged Aqua MODIS level-3
monthly mean (i.e., MODIS product “MYD08M3”) ice
cloud optical thickness in the tropics as a function of lat-
itude and month for the year 2007. Figure 5b shows the
corresponding POLDER observations (i.e., POLDER prod-
uct “RB3”). An important point to bear in mind is that both
MODIS and POLDER are on board of polar-orbiting satel-
lites and therefore their level-3 products are the average of
“snapshots”, rather than continuous observations. The two
data sets agree largely on overall patterns. However, as ex-
pected, POLDER observations are substantially smaller than
those from MODIS. Based on the MODIS observation in
Fig. 5a and the Baum05 model, we compute theF MODIS

SW us-
ing a radiation model developed by Chou et al. (1992). Note
that a new broadband parameterization scheme has been de-
veloped based on the Baum05 model to replace the original
one in Chou’s code for theF MODIS

SW computation. Similarly,
we compute theF POLDER

SW based on the POLDER observa-
tions and an extended IHM model that includes the scatter-
ing properties over the entire solar spectral region. For the
purpose of comparison, another set of CRF,FPB

SW , is com-
puted based on POLDER retrievals using the Baum05 model.
In all computations, ice cloud effective radius is assumed as
30µm. The ice clouds are placed in a layer between 175 and
225 hPa of a tropical atmosphere. It is important to point out
that the diurnal cycle and sunlight duration are not consid-
ered in these computations. Instead, the monthly mean so-
lar zenith angle from MODIS level-3 product is used. Thus,
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Fig. 6. Three sets of ice cloud shortwave CRF.(a) is derived from
MODIS ice cloudτ retrieval in Fig. 5a using the Baum05 model to
specify the radiative properties of ice particles.(b) from POLDER
retrieval in Fig. 5b using the IHM model.(c) same as (b) except that
the Baum05 model is used.(d) zonal mean ice cloud fraction from
MODIS level-3 data.

F MODIS
SW , F POLDER

SW andFPB
SW , shown in Fig. 6, are instanta-

neous, rather than daily-averaged, CRF, because of this con-
figuration and the above-mentioned nature of MODIS and
POLDER level-3 products. For many reasons, MODIS and
POLDER may retrieve different ice cloud fractions. How-
ever, in order to focus on the effect of ice particle model on
F SW , the same zonal mean the ice cloud fractionfice from
MODIS level-3 data (see Fig. 6d) is used in all computations.

Inspection of Fig. 6 immediately reveals thatF MODIS
SW

andF POLDER
SW agree relatively well, whileFPB

SW is substan-
tially weaker (less negative). Given the substantial differ-
ence between MODIS and POLDER retrievals, the relatively
good agreement betweenF MODIS

SW andF POLDER
SW might ap-

pear somewhat surprising. However, the conversion of ob-
served reflectance to optical thickness and subsequently to
cloud albedo does not have a strong dependence on the as-
sumed microphysical model as long as a consistent model
is used in both steps. From a given observed reflectance,
we can derive two very different optical thicknesses by using
two different microphysical ice models but still end up with
two fairly close values of cloud albedo if the microphysical
model is kept consistent in both steps. And of course, similar
albedos would in turn lead to relatively good agreement in
the derived shortwave fluxes. This merely reemphasizes the
importance of the scaled optical thickness(1−g)τ , discussed
at the end of Sect. 3.2. A single wavelength reflectance mea-
surement, such as POLDER, can only explicitly retrieve the
scaled optical thickness; a transformation to absolute optical

thickness requires an assumption about the phase function
(i.e., microphysics, which MODIS simultaneously retrieved
though also subject to ice model assumptions). Further, for
the present discussion, scaled optical thickness is the rele-
vant radiative quantity for flux calculations. In summary, this
comparison illustrates that the uncertainty associated with
the ice particle model impacts our understanding of the CRF
of ice clouds much less than it does on satelliteτ retrievals.
This is the reason for the relatively good agreement between
F MODIS

SW andF POLDER
SW . More specifically we can describe

the mechanism as follows. It is shown that the strength of
shortwave CRF increases withτ but decreases with increas-
ing g (Fu and Liou, 1993). Therefore, althoughτPOLDER is
substantially smaller thanτMODIS, in radiative transfer com-
putations this difference is largely canceled by the difference
between the IHM and Baum05 model ing, which leads to
similar estimates of CRF. This reason also explains whyFPB

SW

is substantially weaker than bothF MODIS
SW andF POLDER

SW . The
combination of smallerτ retrieval (i.e.,τPOLDER) and larger
g (i.e., that of the Baum05 model) eliminates the necessary
condition for the above cancellation mechanism and there-
fore makesFPB

SW substantially weaker. The above compari-
son again illustrates clearly the well-established importance
to use the same ice particle model in both retrieval and CRF
computations. In recognition of this importance, the MODIS
team is planning to include the ice particle scattering proper-
ties associated with the size retrievals as part of the Collec-
tion 6 operational product (S. Platnick, personal communica-
tion, 2009).

Nevertheless, it needs to be stressed that the difference be-
tweenF MODIS

SW andF POLDER
SW is still noticeable. The former

is stronger for optically thin ice clouds, while the latter is
stronger for optically thick ice clouds. The difference be-
tweenF MODIS

SW andF POLDER
SW makes it clear that different un-

derstandings of ice particle microphysics may lead not only
to different ice cloudτ retrievals but also to different esti-
mates of the radiative effects of ice clouds. Therefore, fur-
ther efforts are needed to improve our understanding of the
microphysical and optical properties of ice clouds.

2.2 Potential implications for the derivation of seasonal
variation of ice optical thickness from satellite mea-
surements

The importance ofg in the ice optical thickness retrieval and
calculation of ice radiative forcing has been demonstrated
in the comparison of MODIS and POLDER ice retrievals
in section1.2, as well as in many previous studies (e.g.,
Stephens et al., 1990; Liou and Takano, 1994; Macke et al.,
1996a; Mishchenko et al., 1996; Schlimme et al., 2005; Fu,
2007). However, only recently has the influence of the pat-
tern ofP11 on ice optical thickness retrieval been discussed
(e.g., Doutriaux-Boucher et al., 2000; C.-Labonnote et al.,
2001; Knap et al., 2005; Baran and Labonnote, 2006). These
studies indicate that optical thickness retrievals that are based
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Fig. 7. The ratio of(a) τ IHM
c /τBaum05

c and(b) P Baum05
11 /P IHM

11 as
a function of scattering angle.

on different ice scattering phase functions can differ substan-
tially. More importantly, these studies found that the mag-
nitude of the difference is dependent on the scattering angle
(θs) specified by the sun-satellite viewing geometry as fol-
lows:

cosθs = cos(π − θ0) cosθv + sinθ0 sinθv cos(φv − φ0), (5)

where the definitions ofθ0, θv, φ0, φv are the same as those in
Eq. (1). To illustrate the above point, two sets of ice optical
thickness retrievals are performed for the granule in Fig. 2
from MODIS observations. The Baum05 model is used in
one retrieval, the IHM model in the other. Hereafter, the two
retrievals will be referred to asτBaum05 and τ IHM , respec-
tively. Figure 7a showsτ IHM/τBaum05 as a function ofθs .
Note that each point in Fig. 7a corresponds to an ice cloud
pixel in the granule. Two features in Fig. 7a are quite in-
triguing. First of all, the ratio is substantially smaller than
unity, which may be attributed to the difference in asymme-
try factor between the IHM and Baum05 models. Secondly,
and more importantly here, it is evident that the difference
betweenτ IHM and τBaum05 is a strong function ofθs . For
example, the ratio increases about 10% asθs increases from
about 120◦ to 140◦.

One may notice that the angular pattern ofτ IHM/τBaum05

in Fig. 7a closely resembles that ofP Baum05
11 /P IHM

11 in Fig. 7b.
Several previous studies have also noticed such a resem-
blance (e.g., Doutriaux-Boucher et al., 2000; C.-Labonnote
et al., 2001; Knap et al., 2005; Baran and Labonnote, 2006).
However, the reason behind this resemblance still remains
unexplained. We suggest that the resemblance can be ex-
plained by the physics schematically shown in Fig. 8. Be-
cause of the diffraction, the shortwave scattering phase func-
tion of ice particles usually has a strong peak in the forward
direction, i.e.,θs = 00 (Macke et al., 1995; Yang and Liou,
1996). As a consequence, the possibility of a photon be-

Fig. 8. Schematic illustration of two possible paths of photons
within ice cloud. Note that back scattering event occurs only once
in “Path A”, but several times in “Path B”.

ing scattered in the forward direction by an ice particle is
much larger than that of being scattered in the side or back
directions, i.e.,θs>900. An implication of this is that, within
thin ice clouds, the occurrence probability of photons follow-
ing the “Path A” in Fig. 8 is much larger than that of other
paths, such as the “Path B” in Fig. 8. In “Path A” backscat-
tering occurs only one time, while multiple side-scattering
or backscattering events will occur if a photon travels along
any other path. As clouds increase in optical thickness, the
contributions to cloud reflectance from photons following the
“Path B” will increase. However, there is still a considerable
number of photons that follow “Path A”. Because these pho-
tons going through the “Path A” carry the information ofP11,
the bi-directional reflectances and therefore the retrieved op-
tical thickness of ice clouds are correlated to theP11 of the
ice particles.

In the remainder of this section, we will elucidate a po-
tential implication of thisθs-dependent difference between
τBaum05 and τ IHM in deriving the seasonal variations of
ice cloud optical thickness from observations of instruments
like MODIS and VIIRS. These instruments perform nadir-
viewing, cross-track scanning for data sampling (Salomon-
son et al., 1989; Miller et al., 2006). This scanning pattern is
independent of season. As a result, the seasonal cycle of the
sun-satellite viewing geometry and the correspondingθs are
largely determined by the position of the sun. As schemati-
cally illustrated in Fig. 9a,θs increases as solar zenith angle
(θ0) decreases from winter to summer and then decreases as
the sun returns to its winter position. This seasonal depen-
dence of MODISθs is clearly seen in Fig. 9b which shows
the map of zonal and monthly mean MODISθs , derived from
MODIS level-3 product, as a function of latitude and month.

The seasonal dependence of MODISθs and the afore-
mentioned dependence ofτ IHM/τBaum05on θs together have
an intriguing implication. That is, the difference between
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Fig. 9. (a) Schematic illustration of the seasonal dependence of
solar zenith angleθ0 and MODIS scattering angleθs . (b) Zonal
meanθs as functions of latitude and month.

τ IHM and τBaum05 tends to be statistically smaller (the ra-
tio τ IHM/τBaum05 is closer to unity) in summer than in win-
ter. This indicates that the use of different ice particles mod-
els or, more specifically, different scattering phase functions
may lead to different results for the seasonal variation of ice
cloud optical thickness.

This implication is further illustrated in the following the-
oretical example. In this example, we consider a MODIS
granule at the latitude of 15◦ N. We assume that this granule
is overcast by ice clouds with the same optical thickness and
effective radius. We further assume that the scattering prop-
erties of these ice clouds follow the IHM model. In other
words, if the MODIS retrieval algorithm were based on the
IHM model, the retrieved optical thickness would be close
to the assumed value, i.e.,τ IHM . We then retrieveτBaum05

for this granule at different months of the year based on
the Baum05 model. The monthly mean solar zenith and az-
imuthal angles from MODIS level 3 data are used to specify
the position of the sun in the retrieval. The MODIS view-
ing geometry is assumed to be independent of season and
specified using the sensor zenith and azimuthal angles from
level 1 data. The relative differences between the retrieved
τBaum05 (averaged over the granule) and the assumedτ IHM

at different values ofτ IHM are shown in Fig. 10 as a function
of month. It is interesting to note that the difference between
τBaum05andτ IHM can be divided into two parts. To the first
order, τBaum05 is substantially larger thanτ IHM . As dis-
cussed earlier, this is caused by the difference in asymmetry
factor between the IHM and Baum05 model. Secondly, and
more importantly in this context, the difference shows a sig-
nificant seasonal pattern.τBaum05 retrieval is larger in win-
ter than summer. This second-order difference is observed
in all cases and can be quite considerable when the cloud is
optically thin. The above example illustrates a potential un-
certainty in deriving ice cloud optical thickness from satel-
lite instruments like MODIS and the future VIIRS imager on
NPOESS platforms. That is, the use of different ice bulk
scattering models may lead to different understandings of
the seasonal variation of ice cloud optical thickness. To our
knowledge, this uncertainty has not been discussed before
in the literature, but reinforces the importance of improving

Fig. 10. Relative difference between the assumedτ IHM and the
τBaum05 retrieved based on the Baum05 model as a function of
month of the year.

our understanding of the microphysics of ice particles for
satellite remote sensing applications. Further study is war-
ranted to better understand uncertainties in satellite-based re-
trievals and in subsequent studies of the climatic importance
of global ice cloud properties.

A final consideration from these results is that observ-
ing instruments with multi-angle viewing capability such as
POLDER, MISR (Multiangle Imaging SpectroRadiometer)
or AATSR (Advance Along Track Scanning Radiometer)
will be less affected by this source of uncertainty since they
tend to provide a more extensive and homogeneous sampling
of scattering angle and thus phase function over all seasons.
Future studies could investigate if a combination of POLDER
and MODIS observations can help reduce the uncertainties in
the seasonal cycle determination of ice cloud properties.

3 Summary and discussion

In this paper, we have been mainly concerned with the in-
fluences of two very different ice particle microphysical and
optical models on the resulting optical thickness retrievals
from satellite measurements of solar reflection. We assessed
the influences by comparing the retrievals based on two dif-
ferent ice particle models, the Baum05 and the IHM model.
We also studied the implications of the comparisons for cli-
mate studies. Our main findings are: 1) The ice cloud opti-
cal thickness retrieval from POLDER is substantially smaller
than that from MODIS. This difference may be attributed
primarily to the difference of asymmetry factor between the
Baum05 and the IHM models. 2) Different assumptions of
the ice particle models may lead not only to different opti-
cal thickness retrievals but also to significantly different esti-
mates of the shortwave CRF of ice clouds. 3) In CRF compu-
tations the difference in ice cloud optical thickness retrievals
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tends to be offset by the difference in optical properties (such
as the asymmetry factor) of ice clouds. 4) The use of different
ice cloud bulk scattering models may lead to different results
for the seasonal variation of ice cloud optical thickness. In
summary, the above findings indicate that ice cloud optical
thickness retrievals based on satellite measurements of solar
reflection are highly sensitive to the choice of the ice particle
model assumed in the retrieval. This sensitivity makes our
inadequate knowledge of the microphysics of ice particles
the main source of uncertainty in optical thickness retrievals,
at least for those retrieval algorithms based on solar reflec-
tion observations. Therefore, to improve our understanding
of the role of ice clouds in the climate, we must continue to
improve our understanding of the microphysical and optical
properties of ice particles.

The above findings suggest that the lack of a common base
to interpret satellite measurements is a great obstacle for es-
tablishing a long-term climatology of ice cloud properties
from multiple satellite missions. Many satellite instruments,
such as the AVHRR, MODIS, POLDER and the future VI-
IRS and GOES-R sensors, retrieve ice cloud optical thickness
from the measurements of their solar-reflective bands. We
note that at the time of this writing, the PATMOS-x climatol-
ogy (based on AVHRR; (Heidinger et al., 2005)) and MODIS
use the Baum05 models. However, a common set of models
has not been defined or advocated for use by every sensor.
Because the ice particle models used in operational retrievals
are usually different from one another, a direct combination
of the resulting products into a climatology would be almost
meaningless. We therefore suggest that a set of existing or
newly developed ice particle models should be used as the
common basis to derive a climatology of ice cloud optical
thickness from satellite measurements. A goal is to provide a
consistent way to interpret satellite-based decadal measure-
ments, so that comparable retrievals can be derived from dif-
ferent satellite missions and a long-term record of ice cloud
optical thickness can be established for climate studies.

The above point raises an important question: Which
model is more appropriate in terms of representing the na-
ture of ice clouds, the Baum05 or the IHM model, or some
other models in the existing literature? Although we do not
have the ambition in this paper to answer this question, we
shall outline our understanding of the advantages and lim-
itations of the Baum05 and the IHM models and hope that
the analysis may help in the development of future ice par-
ticle models. A number of reasons contribute to the dra-
matic differences between the Baum05 and the IHM mod-
els. Perhaps the most important one is that the instrument
differences between MODIS and POLDER lead to different
ice cloud retrieval methods, which in turn lead to different
perspectives on the appropriateness of ice particle models.
This point should be kept in mind when understanding the
strengths and limitations of the two models. The strengths
of the Baum05 model stem from its root in the in-situ mea-
surements of ice clouds. The theoretically derived ice wa-

ter content and median mass diameter based on the Baum05
mode agrees closely with the in-situ measurements. More
than 1000 ice particle size distributions are used to derive
not only the mean values, but also the variability of ice cloud
parameters (Baum et al., 2005). The former is used to re-
trieve the expected cloud optical thickness and effective ra-
dius; the latter is needed for the assessment of retrieval un-
certainty. The Baum05 model also provides a connection be-
tween ice particle optical properties with the measured en-
vironmental conditions, such as the temperature and humid-
ity, which are the key variants in the ice cloud parameteri-
zation schemes for GCMs (Donner et al., 1997; Kristjánsson
et al., 2000). A very attractive advantage of the IHM model
has been demonstrated in many studies (C.-Labonnote et al.,
2000; Doutriaux-Boucher et al., 2000; C.-Labonnote et al.,
2001; Baran and Labonnote, 2006). These studies showed
that based on the IHM model consistent ice cloud spherical
albedos are retrieved from POLDER observations at differ-
ent viewing directions, while use of a scattering phase func-
tion based on pristine and smooth ice hexagonal columns or
plates such as those used in Baum05 model may lead to in-
consistent retrievals. Some other studies (Foot, 1988; Fran-
cis, 1995; Francis et al., 1999; Baran et al., 2001; Field et
al., 2003; Jourdan et al., 2003) based on airborne measure-
ments of ice particle scattering properties also found that
the smooth and featureless scattering phase function simi-
lar to that of the IHM model yields best agreements with
measurements. In addition to the inclusion of air bubbles,
the increase of ice particle complexity (Macke et al., 1995)
and surface roughness (Hess et al., 1998; Yang et al., 2008)
may also effectively reduce or even smooth out the features,
such as the halos, in phase functions. Work is underway to
modify the Baum05 model to include the scattering proper-
ties of ice particles with medium and deeply roughened sur-
faces. (B. Baum, personal communication, 2008). Despite
the above evidence indicating the predominance highly ran-
domized particles (i.e., ice particle with air bubbles or deeply
roughened surfaces) in ice clouds, halos are frequently ob-
served, and a recent study by Sherwood (2005), indicates the
existence of a considerable number of pristine and smooth
ice crystals that probably have phase functions similar to that
of Baum05 model. The frequency of occurrence of these ice
particles, especially on the global scale, is still an open ques-
tion for further investigation.

Finally, the above analysis suggests that to delineate a
comprehensive picture of ice clouds requires the synergetic
use of instruments with different, yet complementary ca-
pabilities. The A-train mission has provided an excellent
opportunity for such tasks. The combination of MODIS
and POLDER or MISR observations would capture both
the spectral and directional variability of cloud reflectance.
The polarization observations from POLDER and the fu-
ture APS (Aerosol Polarimetry Sensor) (Mishchenko et al.,
2007) may help to differentiate the ice particle models
that have similar scattering phase functions but different
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polarization signatures (Baran and Labonnote, 2006). The
integrated cloud lidar and radar observations have been used
to map the vertical distribution of clouds (Sassen et al.,
2008). They also provide the information about the cloud
or aerosol layers under ice clouds, which will help to reduce
the uncertainty associated with multiple cloud layer condi-
tions in passive remote sensing of ice clouds. The MLS
(Microwave Limb Sounder) on board Aura is ideal for re-
mote sensing of ice cloud at high altitude (Wu et al., 2006).
The infrared observations from MODIS and AIRS have been
demonstrated to be useful for inferring ice cloud properties
(e.g., Wei et al., 2004; Cooper et al., 2006; L’ Ecuyer et al.,
2006; Wendisch et al., 2007; Yue et al., 2007). A combina-
tion of observations in both solar and infrared region can help
to differentiate ice particle models that have similar scatter-
ing properties in solar spectral region but different absorp-
tion characteristics in the infrared region (Baran and Francis,
2004). The AIRS temperature and humidity profile products
connect the observed ice clouds with the environmental con-
ditions (Kahn et al., 2008). This helps to reveal the mecha-
nisms of ice cloud formation and maintenance and is useful
for the development and evaluation of ice cloud parameteri-
zation schemes in GCMs (Donner et al., 1997; Kristjánsson
et al., 2000). In summary, the synergies of A-train sensors
have the potential to make progress on some of the most
challenging issues and help in the development of a compre-
hensive ice particle model for deriving long-term ice cloud
climatology from different satellite missions.
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